wd to move all its stuff to risc v processors build some - analysis western digital has grandly announced its will use the open source risc v processor architecture in all future products and intends to lead the industry transition toward open purpose, true blue a health insurance colonoscopy patient - an inside view of a blue cross and blue shield health plan in montana and the health insurance industry as a whole during the years leading up to obamacare, are unnatural hair colors getting more acceptable in - in this minneapolis star tribune article i say yes with caveats lots of caveats if you don't feel like clicking through the gist is this the world is changing but different parts of the world and different industries change at different paces, amazon com how to say anything to anyone a guide to building business relationships that really work kindle edition by shari harley download it once and read it on your kindle device pc phones or tablets use features like bookmarks note taking and highlighting while reading how to say anything to anyone a guide to building business relationships that really work, i m supposed to do a 90 minute presentation at an - is it unreasonable for a company to ask candidates to put together a 90 minute presentation a recruiter on linkedin reached out to me about a specific market research management position at the headquarters of a fortune 500 a few phone interviews later with different people and the hiring manager, how to create a great tagline for your business w examples - the 1 best way to create a tagline for your business is to describe what you do in the shortest space possible this process is like trying to cram a large thought into a single tweet, college and critical thinking slate star codex - if being uninvolved alienated with other students is increasing your critical thinking skills then a lot of mental illnesses and disabilities should correlate positively with critical thinking or at least should dampen the negative effects of said illnesses